Age-related nuclear cataract-oxidation is the key.
Age is by far the biggest risk factor for cataract, and it is sometimes assumed that cataract is simply an amplification of this aging process. This appears not to be the case, since the lens changes associated with aging and cataract are distinct. Oxidation is the hallmark of age-related nuclear (ARN) cataract. Loss of protein sulfhydryl groups, and the oxidation of methionine residues, are progressive and increase as the cataract worsens until >90% of cysteine and half the methionine residues are oxidised in the most advanced form. By contrast, there may be no significant oxidation of proteins in the centre of the lens with advancing age, even past age 80. The key factor in preventing oxidation seems to be the concentration of nuclear glutathione (GSH). Provided that nuclear GSH levels can be maintained above 2 mm, it appears that significant protein oxidation and posttranslational modification by reactive small molecules, such as ascorbate or UV filter degradation products, is not observed. Adequate coupling of the metabolically-active cortex, the source of antioxidants such as GSH, to the quiescent nucleus, is crucial especially since it would appear that the cortex remains viable in old lenses, and even possibly in ARN cataract lenses. Therefore it is vital to understand the reason for the onset of the lens barrier. This barrier, which becomes apparent in middle age, acts to impede the flow of small molecules between the cortex and the nucleus. The barrier, rather than nuclear compaction (which is not observed in human lenses), may contribute to the lowered concentration of GSH in the lens nucleus after middle age. By extending the residence time within the lens centre, the barrier also facilitates the decomposition of intrinsically unstable metabolites and may exacerbate the formation of H(2)O(2) in the nucleus. This hypothesis, which is based on the generation of reactive oxygen species and reactive molecules within the nucleus itself, shifts the focus away from theories for cataract that postulated a primary role for oxidants generated outside of the lens. Unfortunately, due to marked variability in the lenses of different species, there appears at present to be no ideal animal model system for studying human ARN cataract.